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In this article, we consider Western Standard Music Notation (WSMN) as a normative
communication system that, through representing certain cultural frameworks, may
pose obstacles to musical learning, particularly in general music education. To focus this
examination, we discuss different critical aspects of what we call the “notation argument”: Because the skills of decoding WSMN are useful in learning certain kinds of music, they are useful in learning any musical tradition. Against this, we claim that, like
any symbolic system, WSMN can have a variety of functions, not all of which may be
pedagogically meaningful in given teaching-learning situations. WSMN may especially
limit the musical learning of students who have difficulties in musical perception when
working with written graphic symbolic representations. Emphasizing the development
of literary notation skills in music education may thus hinder the progress of some learners, excluding them from curricular contexts where developing musical skills should arguably be deemed a right for everyone. We suggest shifting the theoretical focus from
the pedagogical justification of applying WSMN and other notation systems to how social justice can be realized in music education through teaching accommodation guided
by context-sensitive pedagogical tact.
Keywords: educational equity, music education, pedagogical tact, social justice, Western
standard music notation

O

n the surface, Western Standard Music Notation (WSMN) has a neutral
documentation function: marking key musical events, it enables musical
works to be decoded by performers and analysts across cultural borders.
In this sense, WSMN can be seen as a universal system of representation that
serves as a means to turn music into a transferable, visually analyzable cultural
product. However, this system can also be seen as a cultural filter that “emphasise[s] attention to some aspects of sound while suppressing others” (Bennett
1983, 217), directing the musicians’ or analysts’ focus on what is to be judged most
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important in a particular cultural framework. In this outlook, WSMN shapes what
it attempts to represent, implying certain ideological underpinnings that invite cultural criticism. Considered from the latter standpoint, the aim of teaching music
through WSMN is to help students to become culturally legitimate practitioners
who can discern musically meaningful sound events from those that are less meaningful against a certain value hierarchy. Here, one’s ability to learn, make, and perform music is tied into how well one is able to decode music notation within a
particular cultural framework, legitimated by a specific pedagogical tradition (Bennett 1983).
Underneath this rationale, one can identify what we would like to call the notation argument: because skills of decoding WSMN are useful in learning certain
kinds of music in a certain context (historically, a Western music and Western music pedagogy context), they are useful in learning any kind of music (or at least
most musics), and thus should be taught to all. While this use of the term “notation
argument” is our own coinage and it has not been applied in the literature previously (cf. Fautley 2017), we believe that this way of thinking often frames curricular
and pedagogical decisions over the role of WSMN in music education. Captivated
by this logic, music educators may emphasize WSMN in the classroom without
critical reflection on its relevance in different cultural learning contexts (Hess
2017).1 We want to problematize the notation argument by identifying different
functions that such symbol systems as WSMN may fulfil in different cultural contexts, and, further, by paying attention to the educational justification for teaching
notational literacy in different teaching-learning situations.
Recognition of the limits of WSMN is by no means new. Ethnomusicologists
have argued for years that hopes for its universal applicability in representing musical events are at best pragmatic and at worst colonialistic (e.g., Seeger 1958, Merriam 1964, Nettl 1983). While culturally relativistic counter-arguments have been
presented to criticize the wide applicability of this system in music education for
years (see for instance Schippers 1996; Westerlund 1999; Dunbar-Hall and Wemyss 2000; Kwami 2001, 144; Green 2002, 28–9; Regelski 2007; Hess 2013;
Bradley 2015; Roberts and Campbell 2015), and alternative notation systems have
been located across music cultures (see e.g., Baily 1988; Garfias 1993; Gaare 1997;
Hwang, Kim, and Yi 2010), to date, the debate of the educational applicability of
WSMN has not focused on criticizing the notation argument from the standpoint
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of educational equity, understood as the quality of being just and fair in education.
In this article, we argue that exclusive use of WSMN in music education may unfairly and unjustly limit the musical learning of those students who have difficulties
in musical perception when working with written graphic symbolic representations, thus placing them in an unequal position in comparison to their peers who
learn to decode such representations with less effort.
The request to offer equal opportunities for all students to learn music leads
us to ask this question: If the application of WSMN creates inequity within music
education, how can this be alleviated? This article provides theoretical points of
departure for elaborating on this question. We first discuss how educational equity
can be conceived as a basis of social justice in music education. We then examine
the sociological conditions of music educators’ professional competence, proceeding to a discourse on how the notation argument can be criticized by anchoring the
conditions of music education to context-specific and situational pedagogical tact.
In such education, the principle of accommodation should be used to determine
when teaching for notational literacy is relevant. After that, we examine previous
music education literature for cues about how music teachers’ pedagogical tact can
be exercised in culturally sensitive ways that support social justice as a basis for
educational equity. We conclude by discussing the value of notation schemes in
music education accommodation and suggest a critical reconstruction of the notation argument to better meet the needs of socially just and fair music education
practice. Overall, we aim to provide a social justice perspective for reconsideration
of the centrality of WSMN in music education.

Educational equity as a basis for social justice in music education
Social justice has been approached from various standpoints in music education,
including economic, gender, and ableism perspectives (Benedict, Schmidt, Spruce,
and Woodford 2015), and through theorizing the aspects that link it to music educational practice in different ways (Allsup 2007, Bowman 2007). A topical issue in
this discourse is the relationship between equality and equity. The general idea in
making the distinction is that the individual circumstances associated with social
justice can be better addressed by thinking about them through the notion(s) of
equity, rather than mere equality, as the latter is connected merely with the idea of
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providing equal opportunities or being satisfied with sameness in treatment (Benedict, Schmidt, Spruce, and Woodford 2015). The perspective of equity covers
more ground, as it does not restrict its application to providing equal opportunities
as a basis for fairness, but also takes heed of the underlying structural conditions
that limit socially just opportunities. For instance, Allsup and Shieh (2012) argue
that music education for social justice should start from recognizing and naming
the individual circumstances and states of affairs through which and where inequities exist. They argue that music educators as “cultural workers” should seek for
social justice by adapting more supportive policies that recognize the diversity of
needs of the learners.
A commitment to equity guides one to pay attention to the educational justification of pedagogical practices, considering the cultural situatedness of this justification as a condition of realization of educational equity. From the equity
standpoint, social justice in education is not fulfilled merely by attempts to provide
equal opportunities for learning. It also requires a need to recognize inequality as
a structural challenge, tied in countless ways to the social fabric of community life
in cultural frameworks. Recognition of inequality also affords the recognition of
the distribution of power, in the sense of grasping who has the prerogative to define
what is meaningful in a given cultural framework. Education provides an important discursive context for addressing such questions because it is through educational institutions that such power is largely distributed within societies; this
also applies to music education.
In music education, the shift of perspective from equality to equity means that
teachers who want to provide conditions for just and fair teaching practice must
bring more to the table than levelled classrooms equipped with accessible tools
that can be used to achieve agreed-upon aesthetic goals following well-tried pedagogical methods. It requires ethical reflection on how and for what our educational
practices structure learning situations, and it requires courage to criticize even the
most widely accepted pedagogical decisions on the basis of this reflection. The decision on when such criticism is in order must be based on the awareness of the
fragility of educational equity, where the latter is constantly challenged by preferences of cultural meaningfulness that are taken for granted, and that, on closer
inspection, often turn out to be ideologically founded. The use of WSMN in teaching music may be subject to as much criticism as any culture-specific practice;
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ultimately, it should be the pedagogical situation that offers the testing ground of
its viability and pedagogical potential.

Music educator’s professional competence, teacher autonomy, and the
notation argument
The music educator’s professional competence has often been linked with musical
identity, relating to the alternation between the roles of musician and educator
based on a variety of musical preferences (Hargreaves, Purves, Welch, and Marshall 2007). In line with this, Bouij (2004) argues that music-specific identities are
generally emphasized over student-centered teacher identities in music education.
In turn, Ballantyne (2005) suggests that how a music teacher perceives her own
musical abilities is likely to influence her professional identity; the more musical
self-efficacy a music teacher has, the more likely she is to define herself as a musician. However, if a music teacher perceives her musical abilities as lacking, she is
more likely to perceive her identity as that of a teacher (Ballantyne 2005).
Such anchoring of the music educator’s professional competence to the eitheror decision regarding whether she should emphasize musical or educational preparedness has also been criticized. For instance, according to Bowman (2007), a
music education professional is not simply a musician who happens to teach music
or has some training in music education; rather, a professionally adept music educator is someone who fluently combines musical and educational capabilities (see
also Elliott 1995, 2009; Elliott and Silverman 2015). Such views connect the competence of music educator or “music educatorship” more tightly with pedagogical
competence, making no value distinction between musical and pedagogical skills,
but instead seeing both as sides of the same coin, necessary for any music educator
to practice her profession capably in pedagogical situations.
The association between the music educatorship and mastering of specific musical traditions links to the problem of how and when to use WSMN in music education, raising the more extensive question of whether teaching notation-based
literacy as the basis for musical learning should be judged to be a necessary part of
a music educator’s professional toolset. From the standpoint of the notation argument, the affirmative answer seems to be natural; to the degree that any approach
helps the student to learn music, it should be part of the teacher’s methodological
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toolbox. In addition, research indicates that learning musical literacy may have
transfer effects to other areas of learning, such as language reading skills (Darrow
2008; Corrigal and Trainor 2011; Flaugnacco et al. 2015), which might offer additional justification for studying standardized notation systems. An alternative perspective could be to connect the relevance of the use of music notation to teacher
autonomy, understood here as a teacher’s potential to make her own decisions
about the approaches, materials, and assessment used in specific educational contexts. While many scholars have argued that music educatorship should be built
on strong musical proficiency that consists, partly, of what Elliott (2009, 128) calls
“formal musicianship” and Elliott and Silverman (2015, 217) call “verbal musical
thinking and knowing,” one may also approach the matter from the standpoint of
pedagogical competence. In this outlook, teaching accommodation suggests itself
as a key dimension of realizing the music educator’s autonomy.
From the standpoint of teaching accommodation, a professionally adept music
teacher never operates on the basis of tradition alone, for her pedagogical choices
are influenced by particular teaching-learning situations and are embedded in cultural contexts for the realization of social justice. Here, the possibility of realization
of social justice is based on the idea that through accommodation, the special needs
of individual learners can be acknowledged. While understanding the cultural
frameworks that help the students to grasp the meaningfulness of what they learn
is important, teaching accommodation should also build on recognition of the pedagogical moment—a moment that demands “acting pedagogically responsibly and
appropriately in everyday situations” (van Manen 2015, 18)—that should guide all
pedagogical decisions, including the decision whether to use WSMN. In a pedagogical moment, pedagogical intent rather than the tradition of the subject matter
becomes the focus of the teacher’s praxis, informing the types of intentional actions
or interactions that cultivate and support students’ learning, development, and
well-being in a constructive manner (van Manen 1991). In the context of music
education, pedagogical intent may include decisions about whether to use notation
systems, but, depending on the specific pedagogical moment, it may also include
decisions that judge their application irrelevant or even harmful. In pedagogical
decision making, then, an educator should be guided by the theoretical and practical principles of her discipline in terms of staying sensitive to the cultural context
that provides the basis for understanding the significance of what is taught, but,
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most of all, remain open to the students’ situational needs. Teaching accommodation requires that a teacher is able to view educational situations from each student’s perspective to make appropriate pedagogical decisions on the spot. In other
words, it is the teacher’s pedagogical tact, rather than the presumed value of the
traditional tools of learning of certain musical traditions that should drive decision
making in such situations (van Manen 1991, 2015).
What does this have to do with equity and social justice? We would like to argue that by staying aware of the implications of the teaching-learning situations as
well as the cultural contexts of teaching, a music educator can better make decisions over what to teach and how. While the cultural context sets certain expectations for pedagogy, the final decision about what needs to be done is the teacher’s,
and the best way to guarantee educational equity—in the sense of providing education just and fair—is to exercise pedagogical tact. Adherence to musical identity
determined by a strong orientation of working within the bounds of certain music
traditions can limit a music educator who strives to accommodate her teaching for
the benefit of each student, guided by her professional commitment and autonomy
to make just and fair decisions in the classroom. The notation argument, even if
seemingly making sense within the bounds of certain cultural frameworks, may
turn out to be too limiting when the teaching-learning situations require accommodated solutions.

Criticizing the notation argument based on music education research
Research on the use of WSMN in music education has largely focused on the student’s development and the improvement of individual music literacy skills, not
infrequently in connection with learning music in the context of the pedagogicalcultural framework of Western art music education. In this context, research on
equity issues has mainly considered how WSMN could be taught to all students
regardless of their background (e.g., Junda 1994; Hultberg 2002; Kopiez and Lee
2006, 2008; Darrow 2008; Tan, Wakefield and Jeffries 2008; Gudmundsdottir
2010; Hasu 2017; see also Lane 2006; Bautista, Pérez-Echeverría, Pozo and Brizuela 2009; Marin, Pérez-Echeverría and Hallam 2012; López-Íñiguez and Pozo
2014). Some scholars have criticized the requirement for learning and teaching
WSMN by linking the issue to other areas of inequity in music education, such as
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the role of non-classical genres in music curriculum or “methodolatry” (Regelski
2002, see also Bennett 1983, Björnberg 1993) which, according to Regelski (1998,
10), refers to “attachment to particular ‘techniques,’ ‘methods,’ or ‘materials’ of
teaching that too often fall far short of the kind of effective pragmatic results that
are the ethical basis of teaching as a professional praxis.”
Part of the problem of assuming extensive applicability for WSMN in music
education may lie in how music itself is conceived. A common way to understand
music in an educational context is to grant it symbolic value. For example,
Swanwick (2001, 232) conceptualizes music as “an activity that is in some way representative of our experience of the world.” From this perspective, music can be
conceived primarily as a symbolic system—a presumption that obviously leans on
the idea that music can be representative of something outside itself. Following
this logic, graphic notation offers a secondary symbolic system that can help one
to grasp the primary symbolic system, involving “a translation from one representational domain to another” (232). In this translation, “some loss of information is
inevitable,” for any secondary symbolic system is selective of the primary significance of the primary symbolic system (232). Thus, WSMN, like all secondary symbolic systems, restricts the scope of the meaningfulness of what it symbolizes,
making its object more easily transferable and applicable in a variety of pedagogical situations.
In line with this, it is easy to see that WSMN highlights the most essential musical parameters for the aesthetic sensibilities developed in the Western art music
tradition from which it originates. In terms of Meyer (1989), its graphic representation mode primarily emphasizes the “syntactic” parameters of pitch and duration. While WSMN also has sophisticated ways of representing what Meyer (1989)
called non-syntactic or “statistical” parameters (e.g., dynamics), it is still most
powerful in depicting melodic/harmonic and rhythmic/metric regularities. This
has turned out to be an extremely efficient communicative mode in a musical tradition that largely relies on compositional architectonic forms based on regulation
of pitch and rhythm. Yet, in genres in which musical structuring takes place in an
alternative manner (e.g., where the performer is allowed great freedom to vary the
musical form from performance to performance), notation systems that do not rely
primarily on representing structurally complex forms of pitch-rhythmic configurations have turned out to be more useful. For example, commercially distributed
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popular music notation often presents only a simplified melody line, lyrics, and
chord symbols and/or guitar or bass tablatures; the rest of the musical information
is usually “copied” directly from recordings by ear or otherwise interpreted without
written instructions (Lilliestam 1996). Percussion notation, tablature, and a variety of notation systems based on numbers, letters, colors, and shapes, are also
common in musical traditions that have their origins outside Western art music
practice (Gaare 1997). Some of these alternative systems were primarily developed
to serve pedagogical needs rather than the needs of representation—for example,
the color music notation system reported by Kuo and Chuang (2013) and the Figurenotes system reported by Kivijärvi (2019). Whether such pedagogically designed systems are ultimately meant as support devices for mastering WSMN
depends on the designer’s intent and the context of the application.
It may be argued that generalizing genre-specific focuses on notational literacy
skills may be problematic, as notation systems used in learning music vary considerably from one music culture to another, and in many musical contexts a musical
representation system may not be considered necessary at all (McCarthy 2009;
Bennett 2015, 39). Yet, WSMN is by far the most commonly applied system of musical representation in music education worldwide, and its hegemony in this context seems to be generally supported by the notation argument as applied in music
education (Spruce 2001; Nolet 2007; Tokita and Hughes 2008; Karlsen and Westerlund 2015; Fautley 2017; Hess 2013, 2017). This has not prevented several music
education researchers and practitioners from challenging its hegemony, contending that the learning of many music genres is not dependent on musical literacy
(e.g., Lilliestam 1996; Green 2002; Bradley 2015; Powell, Krikun, and Pignato
2015). Such critical views can be aligned with the claim that the educational use of
WSMN, or any other musical notation system, should be determined by the dynamism of the students’ experiences in their cultural context (Väkevä and Westerlund 2007). Thus, it seems that there is a need for a broader understanding of the
pedagogical meaning of musical notation in music education, especially concerning how it extends normative cultural control to some learners while excluding others. To this, we would like to add the recognition of the need to accommodate
teaching to the situational needs of the individual students; while it is important
to work within a cultural framework that makes sense to the learners, it is equally
important to pay attention to the idiosyncratic ways in which they make music part
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of their lives. Again, from the standpoint of social justice, this requires more than
providing equal opportunities for becoming familiar with different musical traditions: the music educator should be able to accommodate her teaching to the demands of specific teaching-learning situations while keeping an eye on the cultural
conditions of realization of educational equity.
Earlier scholarship in music education suggests that, rather than simply
providing a universal standard for how music is to be represented graphically,
WSMN can be interpreted as a culture-specific globalized secondary-level symbolic
system that filters certain musical parameters for representation in order to guide
performance of musical works or to make them easier to analyze in a given cultural
framework. While there is a practical benefit to having such an ostensibly universalized representation system at hand, its dependence on a cultural framework that
defines the aesthetic priorities of musical meaningfulness in certain way also implies dangers. This makes the notation argument subject to criticism, as it appears
to be based on culture-specific judgments that are dependent on how far one can
expand the value of pedagogical approaches developed in one musical tradition.
While seemingly natural from the inside perspective of how a tradition has been
historically transmitted, such judgments are open to cultural criticism that can
take as its point of departure the situational needs of the learners in a variety of
cultural contexts. This expands the claim for providing equal conditions for musical learning to acknowledge the conditions of educational equity, interpreted here
as a function of social justice.

Critical reconstruction of the notation argument
Laes and Westerlund (2018) argue that music education scholarship seems to have
largely presumed that students should fit into existing musico-pedagogical practices that normatively guide the curricular choices made by teachers. If such practices do not serve the situational learning needs of students, the music educator is
expected to find ways to make them fit into them, rather than finding alternative
approaches (Bell 2017). One example of such instructional determination is the
methodological focus on acquiring notational literacy, based on a notion that every
student needs to learn skills to decode WSMN or other standard notation system
as part of her musical development. In this scheme, one strategy of tactful music
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pedagogy could be to find ways to develop music reading skills, where alternatives
to WSMN could be used as preliminary steps in the learning process (e.g., the simplified pedagogical notational schemes discussed above). From the standpoint of
equity in opening new creative possibilities in learning situations for all, music educators should be equipped with a range of pedagogical knowledge and capabilities, including the ability to use a variety of notational systems when feasible.
However, some alternate schemes of notation may be also understood as methods
that are or were originally targeted at restricted groups of students (e.g., Figurenotes). As such, they might not even be meant to lead into acquiring more complex
notational literacy, as such literacy might be irrelevant to the students or outside
their scope.
In general music education, it would be viable to presume that many (perhaps
most) students have difficulties in learning WSMN, but this in no way undermines
their ability to learn music. Hence, it would seem that the notation argument only
applies to a minority of students studying in specialized contexts, and possibly not
even all of them. On the basis of this presumption, we propose that (1) extensive
use of WSMN especially in general music classes may pose an obstacle to equity in
learning music and that (2) ways should be considered to replace the cultural hegemony of WSMN in musico-pedagogical practice that would be sensitive to the
cultural context of teaching and to the teaching-learning situation at hand. While
such alternative notation systems as Figurenotes seem to offer handy ways to grasp
and perform musical events without the need to proceed to learning WSMN (but
also providing avenues into it, when needed), we suggest that the application of
such alternative systems should also be determined by pedagogical tact, a teacher’s
ability to relate the meaningfulness of what is to be learned and the method of
learning to the situational needs of a student who constructs meanings within certain cultural framework. Instead of seeing alternative notation systems as universal pedagogical tools, then, we suggest seeing them as tools that are useful in
certain purposes subject to the pedagogical moment.
On the basis of the above discussion, musico-pedagogical practices guided by
the notation argument seem to work best in cases where the students are able to
learn symbolic decoding skills. In contexts where the students are unable to decode
sonic information on the basis of the written symbolic system (e.g., because of a
cognitive or other disability or the cultural irrelevance of such systems), teaching
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WSMN can be regarded as non-pedagogical practice (or even malpractice) because
of the lack of pedagogical tact that adjusts both to the individual teaching-learning
situation and the cultural context of making music meaningful. Guided by the notation argument, an exclusive focus on learning notational musical literacy may
hinder the progress of many learners by excluding them from the curricular context where developing musical skills is deemed a right for everyone (Mills and
McPherson 2006; see also McPherson 2005).
Previous research has pointed towards a strong position of WSMN in music
education. For example, according to Spruce (1999, 2001), the approaches of assessment in music education are based on beliefs about the supremacy of Western
art music and music notation although the national core curricula emphasize diversity of musical contents, such as the inclusion of contemporary styles and nonWestern musics in classroom practices. Following a similar line of thought, Johnson (2004) states that the logic and notation associated with the Western classical
tradition provide the basis for music education practice in the United States (see
also Kwami 2001; Spruce, 1999, 2001; Hess 2013; Roberts and Campbell 2015; Yoo
2017). Kelly-McHale and Abril (2015) write that the four most common approaches in general music education in the United States are Orff, Kodály, Dalcroze, and Gordon, and that “each of these approaches is based upon the Western
European music paradigm, using repertoire, notation, and a reverence for that art
music tradition” (188). Tokita and Hughes (2008) describe how students and student teachers are extensively exposed to Western art music in educational institutions throughout Japan, leading to music (education) practices that are at least to
some degree westernized and based on WSMN. They also explain how WSMN is
unable to capture many important subtleties of Japanese music.2 Accordingly,
Hess (2013) writes that “colonialism is embedded in dominant paradigms of music
education; we see it through the dominance of Western classical forms and Western standard notation” (16; see also Westerlund 1999; Roberts and Campbell
2015). Regarding higher education in music, Karlsen and Westerlund (2015) state
that “most music teachers were, and in many cases still are, educated within the
realm of Western music and its notation-based teaching and learning practices”
(402).3 Fautley (2017) summarizes that the role of notation in music education is
a contested matter that is connected with issues of equity and justice in and
through education, and, as such, it should be of growing concern for educational
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practitioners and leaders. We share this concern and suggest that a more general
situational rationale should be applied in making pedagogical decisions such as
using WSMN in a music classroom.
We conclude that it is worth investigating whether music education can create
equal access to learning through alternative notation systems and whether there
are cases in which no symbol systems are needed at all. A major motivation for the
development of alternative notation systems seems to have been advancing of music making and learning among those who cannot or find no need to learn WSMN.
Yet the relevance of such systems should be determined situationally and contextually, paying attention to the possibilities of realizing the curriculum for certain
students within certain contexts. If music education aims at educational equity by
opening new creative possibilities in learning situations for all, music educators
should be prepared with a variety of pedagogical knowledge and skills. This should
include capabilities to implement alternative notation systems in a variety of contexts and to work without such systems according to the situational needs.
So far, many alternative notation systems have been targeted to specific
groups of students, e.g., students with special needs. In light of the argument developed in this article, notation systems in general should be understood as pedagogical tools that can be adapted tactfully, acknowledging the possibility that
sometimes they might not be needed at all. In addition, alternative notation systems may be perceived to offer possibilities to transgress the traditional methodological use of WSMN in pedagogical practice, suggesting new ways to meet
learners’ diverse pedagogical needs and, thus, to tackle educational inequity.
While WSMN no doubt continues to serve as an efficient means of communication and coordination of musical performances in the context of the traditional
pedagogy of Western art music and its derivatives, it should be recognized that
musicians globally have other means of organizing their musical practices; the collective aspects of music making can be enacted with alternative notation systems
or playing by ear, and the latter approach might also enable musical responsiveness more directly and intuitively than the use of notation affords (Bamberger
2005). All of this seems to suggest that musical notation schemes have more than
one function, and it is the teacher’s pedagogical tact that should guide her choices
regarding how to apply such systems in teaching-learning situations and cultural
contexts.
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Notes
Beyond music education, the ability to read music is associated with being a musician (cf. the term “sheet music” in English language).
1

Some musics are highly context-dependent and not allowed to be written down
(e.g., Westerlund 1999, 2002).
2

An exemplary context of wide application of WSMN is the Basic Education in the
Arts (BEA) extracurricular music education in Finland. Accomplishing studies
within BEA is a prerequisite for applying to many higher education institutions in
music, and WSMN is a dominant practice in this system.
3
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